
 

The Message of Grace 

1 Corinthians 9:19-23 

 

To win others to Christ, we must share the gospel with others (9:18). Paul tells us here 
that we should remove all cultural barriers that would needlessly distract or offend those 

we are trying to reach. We don’t want our outward appearance or political views to be the 
issue. We want the gospel to be the issue.  

 

1. Winning others to Christ requires presenting the gospel to lost people.  

God chose saved people to tell lost people the message of grace. Our text shows that 

there is both a goal that we must own and a message that we must proclaim.  

The goal that we must own: It is a realistic goal to ask God to use you to save some. It is 

a worthy goal to help people to heaven. It is a crucial goal. If a person is not saved, he is 
lost. Those are the only choices. And we’re not talking about a temporary situation, but an 

eternal one! It is a compelling goal. Because it is so crucial, the goal of saving some must 
grip our lives.  

The message that we must proclaim: True, we cannot save anyone, but the gospel is “the 
power of God for salvation to everyone who believes” (Rom. 1:16). This means that 
winning people to Christ does not require that you learn how to become a clever 

salesman. Rather, it means that you understand the gospel clearly so that you can 
present it well.  

 

2. Winning others to Christ requires presenting the gospel to lost people without 
needlessly offending them.  

Paul shows us three things about how he preached the gospel boldly and yet avoided 
needless personal offense: There is an attitude to adopt; a perception to gain; and, a 

balance to maintain.  

Have the right attitude: “For though I am free from all men, I have made myself a slave 

to all, so that I may win more” (9:19). A slave does not view himself as being over others, 
but rather as being under them to serve. He doesn’t think of himself first, but of those he 

serves. Paul made himself a slave to those who were without Christ.  

Have the right perception: Paul had one message, the gospel, which he never changed. 

But culturally, he considered the perspective of his hearers and tried to think and act as 
they did, as long as it wasn’t sinful, so that they would hear the message.  

There is balance to maintain: Jesus calls us to be in the world, but not to be of the world 
(John 17:15-16). He was known as the friend of sinners, but He never compromised His 

holiness. 

 


